
ESSAY ON TRANSRACIAL ADOPTION

Free Essay: Transracial Adoption In a study was conducted using respondents to find attitudes towards transracial
adoption.. 71% of those surveyed.

As long as the family offers its undying love and support to the child, there should be no question as to
whether or not that family is allowed to adopt the child of different race. With not enough black families
showing interest in adopting these children are left waiting for a family to adopt. People should think about the
human being and not the skin color. A recent study revealed that in a three month period in New York City
children were legally adopted, out of those more than fifty percent had lived in foster care for at least six years
Christ 2. Everyone should be given the chance to see that, as trite it may sound, love really is colorblind. A
study done by American University concluded after analyzing white families who adopted black children that
it does not emotionally hurt the child to be adopted by a white family. Adoptions is now more than a moral
issue, it is now a ethnicâ€¦. If the children see it an advantage to have inroads into both communities, then how
can anyone say that this is detrimental to the child? How can being for sealed records ever help the ones who
really need the support. Not until the late 19th century did the U. Now we are back to the real controversy
involving transracial adoption: does transracial adoption culturally damage the child? For these middle to
upper class, predominantly white families, adoption means plan b, never the original and thus the children of
this culture never truly feel one within their family, rather they are considered odd or not real. There would be
absolutely no love in their lives. She herself is a mother of three adopted African children. Every year
thousands of children enter the foster care system. Adoption is an exceptional method to overrule inequality in
current society by preserving the human rights and responding to the aspirations of people without children.
There are no returns on kids, once they are in the home they are in the home for good Interactive,  I believe
adoption agencies throughout the world and their governments must work together to create rigorous policy to
ensure the safety of the children, and set a quality standard for parents looking to adopt. In my eyes, I see that
adoption is when someone who decides to be the caretaker and provider for a child who needs that influence in
their lives Throughout the years numerous questions pertaining to race and ethnicity have been raised.
Although adoption is great, only one out of the three types of adoption have open records MEPA will help by
preventing discrimination that can cause delays in or denial of adoptive placements due to race or color. She
also specifies that the â€¦show more contentâ€¦ After the home study is concluded, the child will be slowly
integrated into the home, and eventually the parents will be allowed to keep the child. Age of child at time of
placement C. One article by Linda Johnson Price, the president and CEO of Ebony magazine and a woman
who was also adopted, discussed the fact that there are around , children in foster care waiting to be placed
into a home and that close to 45 percent of those children are black Rice,  It has made a route for any offspring
of any race and ethnicity to be given a possibility. We are now accepting the unification of blacks and whites
and are coming to terms with homosexuality and the unification of a more diverse family. He was somehow
adopted and never seen again, nor has any information been given out to our family to help locate him.


